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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks offer benefits in several
applications but are vulnerable to various security threats, such
as eavesdropping and hardware tampering. In order to reach
secure communications among nodes, many approaches employ
symmetric encryption. Several key management schemes have
been proposed in order to establish symmetric keys. The paper
presents an innovative key management scheme called random
seed distribution with transitory master key, which adopts the
random distribution of secret material and a transitory master
key used to generate pairwise keys. The proposed approach addresses the main drawbacks of the previous approaches based on
these techniques. Moreover, it overperforms the state-of-the-art
protocols by providing always a high security level.
Index Terms—Key management, wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), random key distribution, transitory master key.

I. INTRODUCTION
IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) represent one of
the main pervasive technologies, which is largely employed for key applications, such as home [1] and industry automation [2]. All of the industrial networks are exposed to security threats [3]. In particular, WSNs are exposed to eavesdropping, hardware tampering, and false messages. Therefore, the
protection of integrity, accuracy, and privacy of WSNs requires
effective security systems.
Many WSNs use symmetric cryptography, which requires
that two neighboring nodes (in the reciprocal communication
range) share a common key used to encrypt and decrypt the
messages or to authenticate them. The establishment of the symmetric keys between pairs of nodes in a WSN is called key management [4], [5]. This task, which is independent of the characteristic of the employed encryption scheme, strongly affects the
level of security and the network performance.
Many different approaches have been proposed to manage the
keys in WSNs. The basic strategies require the predistribution of
all the secret keys to the nodes, without additional mechanisms
or deployment knowledge. Two basic key management schemes
are:
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• plain global key (PGK), where the same key is used by all
of the nodes;
• full pairwise keys (FPWK) [6], where each node has a specific key for every other node, so each possible link has its
own key.
PGK introduced a limited hardware overhead, but it guarantees
a low level of security, since an adversary that compromised a
key can eavesdrop on all of the links in the network. FPWK
is more secure, since an adversary that compromised a key can
only eavesdrop on one link. However, in case of a large network,
it requires a large amount of memory area, since each node must
store a key for every other node. Therefore, PGK does not guarantee an appropriate level of security, and FPWK can only be
applied to small networks.
Several more advanced key management schemes have been
proposed in order to improve the security level and the efficiency of WSNs. The key management schemes can be divided
into different families, according to their common characteristics. The Random key distribution family [7], [8] is characterized by the predistribution of secret keys. Every node holds a
ring composed of keys randomly selected from a pool. If two
nodes own shared keys, they can establish secure communications by using the shared key for the cryptographic operations
(i.e., encryption and/or authentication).
Some key management schemes are specifically designed for
static networks. These schemes have the additional assumption
that when a new pairwise key is established between two nodes,
at least one of them has been just deployed. Some schemes are
designed for static networks without node adding. In this case,
the assumption is that when a new pairwise key is established
between two nodes, both the nodes have been just deployed.
An important family of key management schemes for static networks is based on the transitory master key [9], [10]. In these
schemes, all of the nodes have a shared master key (MK). Each
pair of nodes use MK as a common secret, to protect the generation of the pairwise key (e.g., the nodes can encrypt the messages used to establish a random number as pairwise key by
using MK). MK is erased after a time-out period but a critical
situation occurs if MK is compromised before the time-out: in
this case, all of the keys are compromised.
Some other key management schemes require some deployment knowledge. These schemes (e.g., [11], [12]) use the information about the position of the nodes (i.e., about the links
between nodes) in order to reduce the quantity of material that
must be predistributed to each node.
This paper proposes random seed distribution with transitory
master key (RSDTMK), which is a key management scheme for
a WSN with node adding without deployment knowledge. A
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preliminary version of the proposed approach was presented in
[13]. The new scheme is a hybrid approach that can be considered an integration of both the random key distribution and the
transitory master key families. RSDTMK presents two novelties: instead of keys, RSDTMK distributes seeds, i.e., the numbers used to initialize a pseudorandom number generator and the
size of the distributed rings is virtually increased by applying a
simple permutation function on the seeds. In details, every node
receives a ring composed of seeds randomly selected from a
pool. The pairs of nodes look for shared seeds, then arrange a
random number and use it with a permutation function, in order
to transform the seed. The goal of this mechanism is to increase
the quantity of possible keys in the network compared with the
quantity of seeds in the pool. The resulting new seed is used as
input for a pseudorandom function, which is executed with MK
to generate the keys that will be used by the nodes. As a last
operation within the initialization phase, every node erases MK
and the seeds.
Therefore, comparing RSDTMK with a standard random distribution scheme, when the protocols have the same size of ring
and of pool, the total quantity of possible keys used by RSDTMK is greater and the effects due to compromised secret
material are lower. In standard transitory master key schemes, if
MK has been compromised, all of the keys are compromised. In
contrast, in RSDTMK, an adversary can only generate the keys
that are based on the compromised seeds.
The evaluation of the proposed scheme and the comparison
with the state-of-the-art approaches show that RSDTMK decreases the effects due to compromised secret material. Each
analyzed approach presents some weak spots, while RSDTMK
provides always good security features, showing an overall
better performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, related works are described. In Section III, the
proposed scheme is presented. In Section IV, the proposed
approach is evaluated and compared with state-of-the-art
schemes, and, in Section V, some conclusions are drawn.
II. RELATED WORK
Many key management schemes for WSNs have been
proposed [4]–[6]. This section describes the main relevant
approaches, highlighting their benefits and drawbacks.
A. Random Key Distribution
A relevant family of schemes is based on random key distribution [7], which basically consists of the random distribution
of keys selected from a pool by each node. Two nodes can communicate only if they have a shared key. This approach limits
the drawback due to a compromised node, but it also reduces
the connectivity in the network, since, if two neighboring nodes
do not have a common key, they cannot communicate. All of
the random key distribution schemes described in this section
do not have special assumptions, so they can be applied to mobile wireless networks with node adding without deployment
knowledge.
The main random key pre-distribution approach, hereinafter
called EG, has been presented in [7] by Eschenauer and Gligor.
In this approach, a pool containing keys is created before the
deployment. Then, a ring containing keys randomly selected

from the pool is assigned to every node. Within the network
initialization, every node verifies if there are other neighboring
nodes sharing at least a key with it. The values of and determine the protocol performance. If the magnitude of is close
to , each node is able to establish a common key with most of
its neighboring nodes, but, if a node is captured, a relevant part
of the network is compromised. If is too small, a node cannot
communicate with all of the neighboring nodes. Moreover, if
has a high value, the number of links that an adversary can compromise, knowing one key, is decreased.
An evolution of this scheme is represented by the -composite Random Key Predistribution [8], hereinafter called QC.
In this protocol, two nodes can only communicate if they share
at least keys, and they generate a new key performing a hash
function on the concatenation of all of the shared keys.
The -composite approach is more robust against a small
quantity of captured nodes, but it is more vulnerable against an
adversary which captured several nodes.
B. Global Master Key
Global master key schemes employ an MK to generate the
symmetric keys of the network.
The symmetric-key key establishment (SKKE), adopted by
ZigBee1, is based on an MK common to all of the nodes. A
node A starts the key establishment sending a random challenge
. A second node B sends back its identifier
, a new
random number and the message authentication code (MAC),
and
.
calculated on a constant number
Both nodes execute a keyed hash function with MK on the
two IDs concatenated to the two random numbers to generate
a common secret. A hash function is used to generate two keys
from the common secret. One key is used to authenticate the
messages (MACkey) and the other is used to protect the link
(KeyData). Also, the MAC of the previous message is generated with MACkey. Then, node A checks the MAC and sends
to node B a MAC generated from the same data concatenated to
a second constant number .
SKKE does not have special assumptions, so it can be applied
to mobile wireless networks with node adding without deployment knowledge. This scheme is simple and requires a small
pre-deployment storage. However, it presents a low level of security when the MK is compromised, since it allows an opponent to generate all of the keys in the network, if it had eavesdropped on the messages of the key establishment.
C. Transitory Master Key
Transitory master key schemes employ an MK to generate
the symmetric keys of the network. In contrast to global MK
schemes, MK is only used within the initialization phase, then
each node erases it. This family of schemes are based on the
assumption that the compromising of a node cannot take less
than a lower bound of time. Therefore, MK should be erased
before this time.
After a time-out period, a node moves from the initialization
phase to the working phase. Normally, the nodes are not able
to establish new keys after the time-out, but some schemes provide a mechanism to establish keys also between one node in
the working phase and one within the initialization phase. This
1ZigBee

Specification 1.0, June 2005, ZigBee Alliance.
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mechanism is required in order to allow new nodes to be added
into the network.
The probability that an adversary is able to compromise MK
is higher when the time-out is longer. However, a short time-out
reduces the probability that a node is able to establish a key
with a significant number of its neighboring nodes, drastically
reducing the connectivity and the efficiency of the network.
Therefore, the time-out often represents a tradeoff between efficiency and security, especially when the density of the network
is unknown a priori. If MK is compromised, an adversary can
decode all of the messages eavesdropped within the initialization phase, potentially finding every pairwise key. Moreover,
when the key management scheme allows that new nodes are
added into the network, an adversary can establish a new pairwise key with every node.
LEAP+ [9] represents an example of transitory master key
scheme. It employs four types of keys. Each type is used for
a different transmitter–receiver couple: node to sink and vice
versa (individual key), sink to all nodes (global key), node to
neighbor nodes (cluster key), and node to node (pairwise key).
The network is characterized by a pseudorandom function and
MK, which are known by the nodes. Each node has a private
master key (PMK), which is generated by executing the pseudorandom function with MK, as key, and the identifier of the node,
as seed. Within the initialization phase, the symmetric pairwise
keys are generated by each pair of nodes by executing the pseudorandom function with the PMK of the first node on the identifier of the second one. New nodes, added into the network, can
use MK to generate the PMKs of their neighbors and then the
symmetric pairwise keys. As last operation within the initialization phase, after a time-out period, the nodes erase all of the
keys used to generate the final pairwise keys.
LEAP+ assumes that the network is static, so it can be applied to static wireless networks with node adding without deployment knowledge.
D. Deployment Knowledge
Alternative approaches exploit the knowledge of the deployment. Liu and Ning [12] proposed to use pre-deployment knowledge in order to distribute pairwise keys to pairs of nodes that,
according to their expected location, will be neighbor. Moreover, they proposed to use post-deployment knowledge, when
nodes can identify their location, deleting the keys that are farther from the actual location. Yu and Guan [14] proposed a
scheme based on Blom’s work [15]; in this scheme, the target
field is divided into hexagons, where each one is matched to
a secret matrix, and each node gets rows from the matrices
matched to its expected hexagon and to the relative six neighbor
hexagons.
III. RANDOM SEED DISTRIBUTION WITH TRANSITORY
MASTER KEY SCHEME
This method allows the establishment of a large quantity of
keys with a small pool. RSDTMK is suitable for static networks
without deployment knowledge. It provides a mechanism to establish pairwise keys between pairs of nodes, which represents
one of the most critical activities in key management. Therefore, RSDTMK can also support all of the other types of keys
provided by LEAP+ [9], by adopting the same mechanisms.
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A. Notation and Assumption
In addition to those already described, the list of parameters
used in the evaluation of RSDTMK includes the following:
• the total quantity of seeds in the pool : when increases,
the network reaches a higher level of security, but a lower
connectivity.
: when increases,
• the quantity of seeds in each ring
the network reaches a lower security, but a higher level of
connectivity.
: a one-way func• the keyed transformation function
tion which generates a pseudorandom number from a seed
and a key; it is used to generate the symmetric pairwise
keys.
: it is a simple function (e.g.,
• the permutation function
or
that generates the
.
receives as inputs a seed
and a
seeds used by
.
permutation factor
: since
has
• the length of the permutation factor
possible values, defines the upper bound of possible permutations of a seed; therefore, a high increases the quantity of possible keys in the network and improves security.
.
• the length of the initialization phase
Furthermore, the network is characterized by:
;
• the quantity of nodes in the network
.
• the quantity of neighbors of node
We assume that the WSN is static, that there is no deployment
knowledge, and that the nodes are homogeneous apart from the
sink, with greater resources. We also assume that an adversary
can eavesdrop on all of the traffic, inject packets, or reply older
messages. Finally, we assume that an adversary can compromise
a node and all the information it holds.
B. Predistribution Phase
Before network deployment, the parameters of the scheme
are configured and the proper data are distributed to each node.
a ring composed of seeds, randomly chosen from the pool, is
matched to each node. Each node is set up with the following
data:
• the proper ring of seeds (where each seed is matched to an
ID);
and ;
• the functions
• the master key MK;
;
• the node identifier
• the parameters and .
C. Initialization Phase
The initialization phase allows establishment of pairwise
keys with the neighbors. During this phase, a node sends
periodically a hello message, which represents the start of the
key establishment procedure.
The initialization phase starts at the activation of the node
. At the end of this phase, a node
and lasts a limited period
generates a new key with a random permutation factor for each
seed still not used, in order to have at least a key for every seed.
This operation is required since without a key for any seed after
the initialization phase the probability to share a key from a
common seed with a new node within the initialization phase
would be lower. Therefore, the total quantity of keys stored by
, since it
the node is , where
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Fig. 1. Average values of .

has to store a key for every neighbor, but it has also to generate
a key for every unused seed:
and each neighbor shares a different seed with
• when
;
node
and each seed owned by node is shared with
• when
;
at least a neighbor,
• when all the neighbors share the same seed with node
.
Fig. 1 shows the average value of , calculated according to various and , considering all the possible amount of keys shared
with each neighbors. As a last operation within the initialization phase, the node erases the whole secret material which is
).
only required in this phase (MK, the set of seeds,
The cancellation of MK and of the seeds is required to protect
the security of the network, since an opponent that owns MK
and some seeds is able to generate all the corresponding keys.
and
to generate new
Although an attacker requires also
keys, since they are considered public, the security of the system
is only based on the secrecy of MK and of the seeds. In this way,
the same code can be used on different sensor networks without
compromising the reciprocal security.
After the initialization phase, a node cannot generate new
keys, so it will use the previously generated keys for the communications with new nodes.
D. Key Establishment Among Nodes Within the Initialization
Phase
The pairwise key establishment among nodes within the initialization phase is shown in Fig. 2. within the initialization
phase, every node A broadcasts periodically a hello message.
This message is used to communicate the identifier of the node
and of its seeds to the neighbors. The identifiers of the nodes
are only used to match the keys to the nodes, while the identifiers of the seeds are used to find shared seeds. In Fig. 2, A
, and the identifiers
broadcasts a message with its identifier
and
in the example). When a
of its seeds (
node B within the initialization phase receives a hello message,
then it looks for shared seeds in the received set of seed IDs. If
there are shared seeds, it randomly chooses a permutation factor
between 0 and
and a seed among the shared seeds that
are already used by the minimum number of links with other
neighbors (e.g., when two shared seeds have been already used
for one link, and four other shared seeds have not been already
used, the seed will be selected among the four not yet used). The
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goal of this routine is to decrease the number of unused seeds,
which will require an additional key and to balance the number
of keys generated from each seed, in order to reduce the effects
of a seed revocation. The shared seed is transformed, using it
with the new seed
and as input of . Node B executes
and MK to generate a pairwise key that will be used between the
two nodes (A and B). The new key is identified by the identifier
of the seed concatenated to the permutation factor. Then, node B
replies to node A with an acknowledge message. This message
, the seed, the permutacontains: the identifier of node B
tion factor, and the MAC executed on the message (in order to
, so B
prove the authenticity). In Fig. 2, nodes A and B share
selects , which is the only shared seed, and a random number
, where
. Node B uses the permutation function
with
as permutation factor, in order to turn
to
,
with MK on
, to
and executes the permutation function
. Then, node B sends its identifier
, the idengenerate
of the seed corresponding to the pairwise key, the
tifier
permutation factor , and the MAC of the message calculated
.
with
Finally, A calculates the key and checks the MAC of the meswith as
sage. In Fig. 2, A uses the permutation function
to
, and executes the
permutation factor, in order to turn
with MK on
, to generate
.
permutation function
.
Then, it checks the MAC of the message with
E. Key Establishment Between a Node Within the Initialization
Phase and One in the Working Phase
This procedure is mainly used for the insertion of new nodes
into the network. The corresponding handshake is shown in
Fig. 3. The nodes in the working phase do not have a ring composed of seeds, but rather a ring composed of keys, where each
key is identified by the identifier of the original seed, concatenated to the permutation factor. When a node B, in the working
phase, receives a hello message, then it checks if some of its
keys have been generated from the seeds in the received set,
by checking their IDs. If there is correspondence, it randomly
chooses one of these keys (possibly a key still not used by other
links) and sends the identifier of the corresponding seed and
the permutation factor to node A. The MAC of the message is
directly generated with the pairwise key. Finally, node A generates the pairwise key and checks the MAC of the received
message.
F. Other Keys
RSDTMK is also suitable for other kinds of keys.
The individual key between a node and the sink is predistributed to each node. The sink, which has larger resources,
could store all of the keys or, as in LEAP+, could generate
them by encrypting the identifier of a node with a specific global
key. This method can properly work with the most of the key
management schemes which only establish the symmetric pairwise keys.
The global key, common to all the nodes, can be predistributed.
The cluster key, between a node and all of its neighbors requires a specific mechanism. As in LEAP+, a node can encrypt
its cluster key with each pairwise key and send it to the corresponding neighbor.
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Fig. 2. Pairwise key establishment between two nodes within the initialization phase.

IV. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
Here, we analyze the performance provided by RSDTMK and
compare it with the state-of-the-art schemes. In order to enrich
the comparison, the analysis also includes FPWK and PGK,
even if they cannot represent a suitable solution according to
the critical limits already described.
The analysis is focused on the establishment of the symmetric
pairwise keys. Some protocols involve additional messages,
which are not part of the key generation, and only represent an
additional layer of acknowledgement. This layer is compliant
with all of the key handshake employed, but normally it is not
included in the algorithms. Therefore, in order to reach a fair
comparison, the acknowledge layer in the evaluation section
has not been considered. Moreover, some schemes generate
two pairwise keys. The presence of two keys is considered by
the most of the schemes, but it is normally not included in the
evaluation of the approaches, so we only considered the effort
required by one key for all the schemes.
Some quantities related to RSDTMK are:
• number of keys owned by a compromised node: ;
;
• total number of possible keys:
• probability that two nodes are neighbors:
;
• probability that two nodes are not neighbors:
;
• probability that two rings of seeds within the initialization phase have at least a common seed:
;
• probability that two rings of keys in the working
phase have at least a common key:
.
A. Attacker Model
An adversary can eavesdrop on all traffic, so it potentially
knows all the data transmitted in the clear. Fig. 4 shows the
key establishment procedure. An adversary knows the ID and
of all of the seeds and symmetric keys of the network and
the functions
and
. However, it does not know the value
and
) of the symmetric pairwise keys
of the seeds (
and MK. The function
is invertible, while
is a
, it is possible to
one-way function. Therefore, knowing

and , while, with
and MK, it is not possible to
find
.
find
In order to evaluate and compare the key management
schemes, the behavior of the protocols is analyzed according to
the following three threats (listed in ascending order from the
least dangerous):
• one compromised key, when an opponent knows one key
used in the network;
nodes compromised in the working phase, when an op•
ponent knows all of the secret material stored by nodes,
apart from the material erased at the conclusion of the inikeys);
tialization (
nodes compromised within the initialization phase, when
•
an opponent knows all of the secret material stored by
nodes, including the material erased at the conclusion of
the initialization ( seeds and MK).
An adversary with some keys can be authenticated by the
nodes that share one of those keys and eavesdrop on the links
that use one of those keys. However, it cannot generate new
keys. An adversary with MK and some seeds is able to generate
all of the pairwise keys that are based on those seeds. Even if
and MK, it cannot find
,
the adversary knows a key
since
is not invertible.
B. Resilience
The resilience represents the ability to minimize the effects
due to the compromising of secret material. Table I shows the
probability that an adversary eavesdrops on a link between uncompromised nodes (“link” rows in Table I), and the probability
that a false node passes an authenticity check (“check” rows in
Table I), when some secret material is compromised.
1) One Compromised Key: Two-composite random key predistribution (2C) provides the best resilience against one compromised key, since at least two keys are required to communicate with other nodes. The second best protocol is FPWK, where
each key is only used by one link. Even in LEAP+ and SKKE,
each key is only used by one link, but they do not store unused
keys, so the total number of keys is smaller. However, LEAP+
and SKKE provide the best resilience against one compromised
key, when no unused key is stored.
In RSDTMK, a compromised key allows an opponent to pass
the authentication check of a node if it owns the compromised
key, with the probability corresponding to the ratio between the
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Fig. 3. Pairwise key establishment between a node that is within the initialization phase and a node in the working phase.

TABLE I
RESILIENCE

Fig. 4. Establishment of the symmetric pairwise keys.

number of keys owned by the compromised node and the total
. Moreover, the compromised
number of possible keys
key allows to eavesdrop on a link with a probability that is equal
.A
to the inverse of the total number of possible keys
high increases the quantity of possible keys in the network,
providing a high level of resilience, so that the resilience against
this threat differs from LEAP+ and SKKE, with a negligible
difference. EG provides a good resilience when is large, but
it affects the connectivity, so the level of protection against this
threat is lower.
2) Several Nodes Compromised in the Working Phase: When
several nodes are compromised in the working phase, LEAP+
provides the best resilience. However, LEAP+ and RSDTMK
provide similar protection. In RSDTMK, each captured node
provides keys, but some keys can be common to more than
one compromised ring. Therefore, an opponent can pass the authentication check of a node unless none of the keys that the

Fig. 5. Probability that an adversary with one compromised node eavesdrops
on a link.

node owns is included in the compromised sets. Moreover, the
compromised nodes allow the eavesdropping on a link unless its
,
key is not included in the compromised sets
where is the quantity of compromised nodes. As against previous threats, EG is less robust, since the compromised keys are
used by several nodes. 2C is more robust than EG against this attack, but less than RSDTMK. FPWK, PGK, and SKKE provide
the same resistance as when one node is compromised. Figs. 5
and 6 show the probability to eavesdrop on a link in RSDTMK
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Fig. 6. Probability that an adversary with five compromised nodes to eavesdrops on a link.
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link. This protocol provides the worst protection against this
threat, as GK and SKKE. In RSDTMK, within the initialization
phase, if nodes are compromised, an adversary is able to
compute all of the keys based on each seed of their rings. EG
and FPWK do not have an initialization phase, so the effects
of this threat are the same as one node compromised in the
working phase. If and in EG and in RSDTMK are set to
provide the same connectivity, the resilience against this threat
is the same, while 2C is better.
4) Remarks: In order to properly configure RSDTMK,
should have a high value, since it would increase the possibility
that some keys are used for more than one link. Comparing RSDTMK with LEAP+, we can state that, if MK is not compromised, then the resilience is similar, otherwise the resilience
provided by RSDTMK is much better. Comparing RSDTMK
with EG, we can state that, if MK is not compromised, then RSDTMK is much better, otherwise they have the same resilience.
Therefore, according to the assumption that a transitory MK can
hardly be compromised, only FPWK, although not applicable to
large network, provides more resilience than RSDTMK.
C. Connectivity

Fig. 7. Probability that an adversary with one compromised node to eavesdrops
on a link.

The connectivity represents the probability to establish the
secret material required to communicate with a neighbor.
The connectivity of the considered protocols is shown in
Table II. The best connectivity is provided by LEAP+, FPWK,
SKKE, and PGK, where all possible links are always established. The connectivity of EG and 2C is equal to the probability
that an opponent can pass an authenticity check when one node
is compromised. This equality represents a strict constraint,
since it is not possible to reach both high levels of connectivity
and resilience. The connectivity provided by RSDTMK and
EG is shown in Fig. 9. In RSDTMK, the resilience is also due
to , differently from the connectivity that is calculated by the
same formula as EG. Therefore, with a proper configuration,
RSDTMK is able to provide a connectivity close to LEAP+,
without limiting the resilience.
D. Storage Efficiency

Fig. 8. Probability that an adversary with five compromised nodes to eavesdrops on a link.

when one or five nodes are compromised, respectively. Figs. 7
and 8 show the probability to eavesdrop on a link in EG.
3) Several Nodes Compromised Within the Initialization
Phase: If at least one node is compromised within the initialization phase, then in LEAP+ the adversary knows MK and can
generate all of the symmetric keys of the network, so it is able
to establish links with all of the nodes and to eavesdrop on any

The parameters that define the storage efficiency are the
, the seeds
,
, the node identilength of the keys
, the key identifiers
, the seed identifiers
,
fiers
, and the permutation function
the pseudorandom function
. In RSDTMK, the identifier of a key corresponds to the
concatenation of the identifier of the seed with .
Table III shows the memory required to store the secret material. The main part of the memory required by EG is used to store
the keys. Therefore, the storage constraint limits and, consequently, the connectivity. 2C has to store both of the keys for the
generation of the symmetric pairwise keys and the final pairwise
keys, the related node identifiers, and
keys. LEAP+ stores
. Within the initialization phase,
the pseudorandom function
RSDTMK stores
keys, the related node identifiers,
,
. However,
and
can be erased at the conclusion
and
of the initialization if they are not used by the encryption cryptosystem. In the working phase, the main part of the memory
required by RSDTMK is used to store the keys. The effects of
on the storage are limited, since it requires
bits.
We assume the following case study:
bytes,
bytes, and in EG and 2C
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TABLE II
CONNECTIVITY

TABLE III
MEMORY REQUIRED FOR PAIRWISE KEYS

byte,
, and in RSDTMK
byte, while in EG and
byte, the pairwise key establishment in RSDTMK
2C
requires 43 byte, in LEAP+ 30 byte, in SKKE 70 byte, and in
EG and 2C 42 byte.
Comparing the communication efficiency, the only protocols
better than LEAP+ are PPWK and PGK which does not require
communications. However, RSDTMK and EG do not present a
significant penalty, since the total number of messages and hops
is the same.
F. Computational Efficiency

Fig. 9. Connectivity.

bytes, while in RSDTMK
bytes (9 bits for the
ID). The memory used within the working phase in RSDTMK
is 316 bytes, in LEAP+ and SKKE 196 bytes, in 2C 400 bytes,
in EG 220 bytes, in PGK 16 bytes, in FPWK 7984 bytes. Howhas not been considered, since it
ever, in LEAP+ and SKKE,
could be also used for the encryption, so the related memory can
be saved. These dimensions can be compared with the storage
area of the MSP430 microcontroller on Tmote Sky, which features 10 kB of RAM and 48 kB of Flash memory.
In conclusion, without considering the extreme cases (PGK
and FPWK), the storage efficiency provided by the considered
protocols is comparable and acceptable.
E. Communication Efficiency
In PPWK and PGK all of the nodes know the key matched to
every other node, so the key establishment is not required.
In RSDTMK, the key establishment requires the transmission
of two one-hop messages, as in LEAP+, EG, 2C, and SKKE.
However, the size of the messages is different. In RSDTMK, the
hello message holds the identifiers of the seeds in the ring
and the identifier of the node
. The acknowledge holds
, the identifier of the selected
the identifiers of the sender
seed and
, and the MAC of the message
.
Table IV shows the comparison among the communication
efficiency provided by the state-of-the-art protocols and RSbyte,
byte,
DTMK. Considering

In PPWK, PGK, and EG, no computation is required for the
key establishment. LEAP+ requires that the initiator node of
twice, while
the key establishment executes MAC once and
once. In RSDTMK,
the responder node executes MAC and
and
once. In SKKE, both node
both node execute MAC,
and
once. In 2C, both the node has to
execute MAC,
once. Since
is negligible, in RSDTMK and in
execute
with
SKKE each node on the average saves an execution of
respect to LEAP+. However, in a network in which all of the
messages are encrypted and/or signed, the computational effort
required by the key establishment is marginal.
G. Overall Comparison
In order to provide a clear comparison of the schemes, we set
the parameters of RSDTMK and EG. We considered a network
with 500 nodes, where each node has ten neighbors. The key
length is 128 bits, and the node IDs and the key IDs are on 16
bits. Since RSDTMK and EG store a different quantity of secret
material, in order to reach a fair comparison, the following parameter selection method has been used. For RSDTMK and EG,
we selected the best and so that the memory storage is less
than 5% of the RAM of Tmotes Sky (512 bytes). A connectivity
has been selected as constraint for the selection of the
best parameters. Considering that the connectivity is better with
high values of and that affects the storage, we selected the
highest value of compliant with the storage constraint. Then,
we selected the highest value of compliant with the connectivity constraint. A high value of improves the resilience but
increases the memory storage. We selected
, which provides a high level of resilience with limited drawbacks. For RS, and
. For EG, we
DTMK, we selected
and
. The parameters of 2C have been
selected
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TABLE IV
COMMUNICATION EFFICIENCY

Fig. 10. Probability of eavesdropping on a link, according to the number of
nodes compromised in the working phase.

Fig. 11. Probability of passing an authentication check, according to the
number of nodes compromised in the working phase.

selected according to the same method. Although 2C provides
a better resilience than EG when they use the same parameters,
2C presents two drawbacks: 1) it requires a larger memory to
store the keys and 2) it provides a lower connectivity. In order
to limit the memory area used by 2C to 512 bytes, we selected
and
to guarantee a connectivity
.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the probability of eavesdropping on a
link and of passing an authentication check, respectively, when
some nodes are compromised in the working phase. According
to both charts, RSDTMK and LEAP+ provide an optimal
resilience. The resilience provided by EG and 2C is low, since
the probability of eavesdropping significantly increases with
the number of compromised nodes, and the probability of
passing an authentication check is always very high. Figs. 12
and 13 show the probability of eavesdropping on a link and
of passing an authentication check, respectively, when some
nodes are compromised within the initialization phase. In this
case, all of the protocols provide very low protection against

Fig. 12. Probability of eavesdropping on a link, according to the number of
nodes compromised within the initialization phase.

Fig. 13. Probability of passing an authentication check, according to the
number of nodes compromised within the initialization phase.

false authentication, but RSDTMK, EG and 2C provide a good
protection against eavesdropping.
Without considering PGK and FPWK, that are not applicable
for the reasons described above, all of the analyzed schemes
present similar overheads in terms of memory, communication
and computation. As shown in Table V, RSDTMK and LEAP+
assume that the network is static, while EG, 2C, and SKKE can
be applied also to mobile networks.
Comparing RSDTMK to 2C, it is possible to observe that
both protocols can be applied to static WSNs with node adding
without deployment knowledge, even if 2C can be applied also
to mobile networks. In a scenario with the same connectivity
and memory storage requirements, when some nodes are compromised in the working phase, RSDTMK has better resilience,
while, when some node are compromised in the initialization
phase, they have a similar level of resilience; in more detail, in
the two schemes, the probabilities of a false authentication are
close together and the probability of eavesdropping
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TABLE V
ASSUMPTIONS

in RSDTMK is higher than in 2C if few nodes have been
compromised, but is lower if the quantity of the compromised
node increases (the exact quantity of nodes depends on the
parameters). The communication and computational efficiency
is similar. Therefore, RSDTMK provides more resilience than
2C with similar overheads.
Even comparing RSDTMK with EG, it is possible to observe
that, in contrast to RSDTMK, EG can be applied also to mobile networks. Independently from the parameters, RSDTMK
provides better resilience if some nodes are compromised in the
working phase. If EG and RSDTMK have the same parameters, the connectivity and the resilience when some nodes are
compromised in the initialization phase are the same. However,
RSDTMK requires more memory storage. By changing the parameters so that EG and RSDTMK have the same connectivity
and memory storage, it is possible to observe that, if some node
are compromised during the initialization phase, their probabilities of a false authentication are close together, while the probability of eavesdropping is slightly lower in EG. The communication efficiency is similar, but EG requires less computation
time. Nevertheless, it is observed that the computational overheads for the key establishment are marginal in a network in
which all the messages are encrypted and/or signed. Therefore,
RSDTMK provides more resilience than EG if some nodes are
compromised in the working phase, but slightly less if some
node are compromised in the initialization.
LEAP+ and RSDTMK are based on the same assumptions.
LEAP+ requires less memory storage and communication overheads than RSDTMK, but more computational effort. The resilience provided by the two protocols is similar when some
nodes are compromised in the working phase but the probability of eavesdropping if some node have been compromised
in the initialization phase is higher in LEAP+. Therefore, RSDTMK provides better resilience than LEAP+, but the latter
protocol could be better if the sensor network has particularly
strict memory constraints.
In contrast to RSDTMK, SKKE can be applied also to mobile networks. The two protocols require similar computational
effort, but SKKE has more communication overheads, while
RSDTMK requires more memory storage. The resilience provided by RSDTMK is always better than SKKE, apart from
the probability of authentication when some nodes are compromised in the initialization phase that is similar for both the
protocols. Therefore, RSDTMK provides better resilience than
SKKE. Even considering a case in which the strict memory constraints do not allow to use RSDTMK, LEAP+ seems to perform
better than SKKE.

Fig. 14. Time required to establish all of the keys.

H. Prototype Implementation
A prototype of RSDTMK has been implemented on the
TinyOS platform [16], in order to evaluate the feasibility of
implementing RSDTMK on the current generation of sensor
nodes. The following analysis shows the storage requirements
for the protocol code and the experimental measure of the
time taken by the establishment of pairwise keys. Although
these results highlight the feasibility of the proposed approach,
they do not aim at providing an evaluation of the protocol
efficiency, since it is strongly affected by many communication
parameters and details, which are outside of this work. The
resilience and connectivity are not analyzed here, since they
are linked to statistical parameters, and independent from the
implementation.
The prototype implementation follows the guidelines of the
implementation proposed in [9]. The programs were written
in nesC, a C-like language for developing applications in
TinyOS. The prototype experimentation has been executed on
Tmote Sky, an ultralow-power wireless module that features
the Chipcon CC2420 radio for wireless communications. The
CC2420 inline security features have been used to implement
all of the cryptographic primitives. All of the security operations are based on AES encryption [17] using 128 bit keys.
has been implemented as an addition and
has been
implemented as a MAC.
On Tmote Sky, the code of the prototype of RSDTMK occupies 18.5 KB. In order to check the time performance, the prototype has been tested on WSNs composed of up to 12 nodes,
where all of the nodes are neighbors and all of the nodes have
shared seeds. Fig. 14 shows the time required by all the nodes to
complete the key establishment. The tests have been executed
ten times for every network size. For WSNs where each node
has at most 11 neighbors, 6 s is a proper configuration for the
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time-out duration
. It is important to note that this result is
strongly affected by the platform and the communications parameters. However, Fig. 14 clearly shows that a short timeout
can be applied to WSNs with low density, but it limits the connectivity of dense WSNs.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented RSDTMK, a key management scheme for
WSNs. It represents a new hybrid approach that integrates
random seed distribution with transitory master key mechanisms. The main novelty of RSDTMK is the generation of
pairwise keys based on randomly predistributed seeds, which
are turned by a permutation function, and then are transformed
in a key by a pseudorandom function, which employs a master
key, deleted after a time-out period.
RSDTMK has been compared with the state-of-the-art protocols, by analyzing the connectivity and the security features of
the protocols, showing its resilience against compromised secret
material. All of the previous approaches are exposed to some
threats, while the security features provided by RSDTMK are
always the best, or close to the best, confirming the validity of
the proposed approach. Only when memory constraints are very
strict, LEAP+ represents a better solution.
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